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SEGMENTED RESULTS AND HIGHLIGHTS

Aviation

Results of the quarter
Three-month periods ended March 31 2020 2019 (7) Variance

Revenues $ 1,523 $ 1,410 8 %
Aircraft deliveries (in units)

Business aircraft 26 24 2
Commercial aircraft(8) 5 4 1

Adjusted EBITDA $ 102 $ 202 (50)%
Adjusted EBITDA margin 6.7% 14.3% (760) bps
Adjusted EBIT $ 25 $ 144 (83)%
Adjusted EBIT margin 1.6% 10.2% (860) bps
EBIT $ 7 $ 664 (99)%
EBIT margin 0.5% 47.1% (4660) bps
Net additions to PP&E and intangible assets $ 76 $ 108 (30)%

As at March 31, 2020 December 31, 2019 Variance
Order backlog (in billions of dollars)

Business aircraft $ 13.6 $ 14.4 (6)%
Other aviation $ 1.5 $ 1.9 (21)%

Key highlights and events

•  Revenues during the quarter increased to $1.5 billion, 8% higher year-over-year, reflecting 16% growth from business

aircraft activities driven by six Global 7500 deliveries. This growth was offset mainly by the wind-down of commercial

aircraft activities. Overall, 26 business aircraft and five commercial aircraft were delivered during the period.

•  Adjusted EBITDA and adjusted EBIT margins were 6.7% and 1.6%, respectively, for the quarter, lower

year-over-year, reflecting an unfavourable aircraft mix due in part to delayed deliveries caused by the global COVID-

19 pandemic, combined with low contribution of early Global 7500 units. Reported EBIT margin was 0.5%.

•  In the last week of March 2020, Canadian operations, where Global and Challenger aircraft are assembled and

delivered, were temporarily suspended due to the global COVID-19 pandemic. Key aerostructures operations in

Mexico and Belfast were similarly suspended, impacting a total of approximately 15,000 employees globally.

◦  Free cash flow for the quarter was negatively impacted by delayed aircraft deliveries caused by travel restrictions

and production shutdowns, as well as a slowdown in order intake tied to the economic uncertainty. This resulted in

an estimated $400 million to $500 million free cash flow shortfall for the quarter.

◦  The revenues and earnings impact of the production slowdown, supply chain shortages and other disruptions is

expected to increase as the situation extended into April and May 2020.(2)

◦  As production gradually resumes, Aviation is working with customers and suppliers to reestablish new delivery

schedules.


	
	

